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Warsaw is a unique place 

Rows of charming townhouses, the Royal Castle and ramparts of the Barbican remind
us that this city has had a rich history. Its oldest signs can be found in Warsaw Old
Town which is one of the most favourite places Varsovians and tourists visit to go for
a stroll. Razed to the ground during the World War II, it was afterwards  reconstructed
on the basis of historical sources, archival materials and the eighteenth-century 
paintings by Bernardo Bellotto. Precision and effort invested in the reconstruction 
of the Old Town and the Royal Castle had been recognized by the UNESCO 
committee, who placed them on the World Heritage List. In 2010 thirty years had
passed since the entry.

The atmosphere of the Old Town is created by romantic alleyways and squares, cosy
cafés and restaurants as well as visual artists who exhibit their paintings and 
sculptures in the open air. In summer, the Old and New Town become a stage for
music performances, including popular jazz concerts and theatre performances. 
In winter, the Old Town and the Royal Route sparkle with stunning illumination of lights. 

The square is dominated by Sigismund's Column. It was built in the seventeenth
century and stands 22 metres high. This is a favourite landmark of all those who plan
to meet each other in the Old Town. In turn, the Royal Castle is one of the most visited
attractions in Warsaw. This is where the Constitution of May 3 was adopted. The for-
mer seat of last Polish kings, nowadays the Castle is a venue where the official national
delegations are entertained. It also houses a magnificent museum and art gallery with
the paintings by Rembrandt and Canaletto. At the foot of the Castle, on the Vistula
side, there are painstakingly restored Kubicki Arcades and beautiful, double-level 
gardens. 

One might praise Warsaw's Old Town endlessly, but no words can describe what you
can see in person. 
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The Cultural Trail of Old Town Cellars

The Old Town basements provide a space for all aficionados of the broadly under-
stood culture. And not only those permanently living in Warsaw. These five restored
cellars, sometimes dating back to the late medieval times are to enrich the cultural
life of the Old Town and to show that the history and culture make a very attractive
combination. And strictly speaking, they are already doing that, because in the insti-
tutions managing these spaces the culture has been at its highest for years. It is worth
getting acquainted with the details of their activities and checking their rich cultural
offer. It is worth visiting the trail and its various basements more often. Because is
there any space more unique in Warsaw? More attractive to tourists and its residents?
Well, there are those who will list without hesitation: Royal Baths, the Palace in
Wilanów, or observation deck on the thirtieth floor of the Palace of Culture 
and Science. And perhaps they will be right.

But it is one thing to show someone what they know very well from postcards or 
folders, and another to surprise them with a visit to the unexpected and sometimes
completely unknown place... Who knows whether they will not be happier. The trail 
undoubtedly satisfies a lot of expectations. The cellars have been related to the history
of Warsaw for centuries, as we will see just by getting to know all the transformations
of Stara Prochownia (the Old Gunpowder House). They are a treasury of old 
architecture created as early as in the fourteenth or fifteenth century, which we will
experience in the basement of the Museum of Warsaw. They have been bustling
with music, theatre, paintings, poetry and literature for many, many decades. To learn
about this, it is enough to just look closely at the extraordinary history of the Old Town
Culture House or Warsaw Cultural Education Centre. And only here, in one 
of them, in the Heritage Interpretation Centre, you can take a closer look 
at the twentieth-century, sometimes dramatic, though extremely interesting history 
of the Old Town. Is there a similar trail in Warsaw? See for yourself.
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UNDERGROUND FLOORS 
OF MUSEUM OF WARSAW

Rynek Starego Miasta 28-42
00-272  Warsaw
open: Tuesday - Sunday 10am - 6pm

Museum of Warsaw

A museum dedicated to its history is probably found in every European capital. 
But how many of them devote eleven of their unique buildings and three distinctive
courtyards to such an institution? The history of Warsaw is undoubtedly an inter-
esting and sometimes awe-inspiring one and such should be a place where what is
most important to the story should be brought to attention of inhabitants of the capital, 
and many tourists who come here. The idea of securing evidence of the past of our
city was already born during the reign of King Stanislaw August Poniatowski, and
gained a group of supporters in a very short time. A few decades later, many 
significant institutions dedicated their efforts to its promotion and implementation.
They were the Society of Friends of Learning, the University of Warsaw, the City Hall,
the Society for the Encouragement of Fine Arts, National Museum of Fine Arts and
the Museum of Antiquity.

Since 1906, the centres storing Varsaviana were: Society of Friends of History and
Society for the Protection of Historical Monuments. The latter in 1914 founded the
"museum of Polish antiquities" in Baryczkowska Townhouse standing on the northern
frontage of the Old Town, and Varsaviana were transferred to the National Museum.
Three years before the outbreak of World War II, the Museum of Old Warsaw was 
established. However, moving the collection to the three old town townhouses 
purchased for this purpose was discontinued in 1939. And unfortunately in the con-
flagration of war most of the exhibits and memorabilia were destroyed or dispersed.
The inventory created in 1950 displayed only 169 items. At present, the museum is
under reconstruction, but prior to the start of renovation work it occupied eight town-
houses standing on Dekert’s Side of the Warsaw Old Market Place and three buildings
from Nowomiejska street. It is easy to imagine the size and attractiveness of its 
resources.
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HERITAGE INTERPRETATION CENTRE
ul. Brzozowa 11/13
00-258  Warsaw
open: Tuesday - Sunday 10am - 8pm
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Heritage Interpretation Centre

When modernizing the former boiler house for the needs of the branch of the Historical
Museum of Warsaw, the architects made sure that the refurbished interiors visibly 
displayed elements of the old architecture. Therefore, entering the Heritage Interpre-
tation Centre we can see, among others, a fragment of the fourteenth-century walls
of the Old Town. Brzozowa Street, where the centre is located was once called 
Podwalna (On the Embankment), due to its location near the fortifications. You'd be
surprised, however, seeing at the entrance an incomplete fragment of an old building
and expecting a neglected or archaic interior. Warsaw’s Old Town Heritage Interpre-
tation Centre is a unique museum fully utilizing modern technologies. Its main and
permanent exhibition "The destruction and reconstruction of the Old Town" is chrono-
logically organized. After hearing the history of Warsaw and reading a calendar of Old
Town, visitors can realize what happened to the Old Town and its inhabitants during
World War II.

Boards, large format photographs, plans and drawings, as well as multimedia pre-
sentations and themed animations fill the space with a total area of 435 m2. They 
explain to visitors not only the history of the Old Town or the enormity of the 
destruction during the war, but also the times of reconstruction. It started in 1949,
and the ceremonial handover of the almost entirely reconstructed Old Town took place
just five years later. It is this effort, enthusiasm of architects and builders that was ap-
preciated by Unesco, which after nearly thirty years entered the entire historic 
Old Town complex on its World Heritage List. The reconstruction was a unique project
throughout Europe. However, the Heratage Interpretation Centre is not only a perma-
nent exhibition. It hosts a variety of meetings, workshops, thematic cycles and, finally,
book promotions related to the overall history of Warsaw. 
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CELLARS OF WARSAW 
CULTURAL EDUCATION CENTER

ul. Jezuicka 4
00-281  Warsaw
open: Monday - Sunday 11am - 7pm
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Warsaw Cultural Education Centre

Jezuicka Street, initially called St. John Street is one of the oldest and most important
routes of the Old Town. Its history dates back to the fourteenth century. Nearby stands
the church of St. John the Baptist, which is why it was initially inhabited by the higher
hierarchy clergy. However, after the great fire in 1607, the estates on the west side of
the street, obtained new owners. They were bought by the Jesuits, who had 
established their college there. It was the beginning of their supremacy in this part of
the Old Town. Decades later, bishop Ujejski gave them the Czerska tenement rising
in front of the college, and they themselves bought two neighbouring estates. These
three buildings combined into one whole with funds from the Zaluski bishops gave
rise to a new Jesuit school called, after the names of the founders, Gymnasium 
Zaluscianum. This place, despite changing managers has been continuously related
to education ever since.

Warsaw Cultural Education Centre located within the walls of the old Gymnasium is
a local government institution of extracurricular education, working for the cultural 
education of children, young people and teachers. Restored Old Town Cellars at the
headquarters of Warsaw Cultural Education Centre, in the townhouse at 4 Jezuicka
Street, perform a variety of educational and cultural functions. The basement areas
include: Chamber Music Stage, Children’s Stage, Brzozowa Gallery, Literary Cafe,
Batik Workshop, Music Rehearsal Room and computer room. Popular exhibitions,
concerts, shows, performances, educational projects, workshops and cultural events,
as well as poetry readings taking place in the space of these renovated basements
entered the repertoire of the cultural life of the Old Town.
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STARA PROCHOWNIA
WARSAW CULTURAL EDUCATION CENTRE

ul. Boleść 2
00-272  Warsaw
open: Monday - Sunday 11am - 7pm
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Stara Prochownia

Stara Prochownia (the Old Gunpowder House), since 2002 the second facility 
of Warsaw Cultural Education Centre, is a place with a rich history. Originally the tower
of Sigismund Augustus Bridge destroyed in 1609, then for almost 120 years the 
gunpowder storehouse, then marshal’s prison still includes the original inscription "Place
designated by the court for the improvement of the bad" which can be viewed in the
basement. Finally, its space began to house educational and cultural activities. The un-
usual history of this building, for many centuries being a part of Warsaw, makes it 
a place very often visited by the inhabitants of Warsaw and the tourists admiring the
Old Town. Refurbished Cellars increase the attractiveness of this location by skilful 
inclusion of modern solutions in the historical walls of the building, and are the perfect
place to implement the educational tasks of the Warsaw Cultural Education Centre.

The restored Old Gunpowder House basements include, among others: Kazamaty
Gallery, Kazamaty Stage and Club Room. The Gallery presents works made in the work-
shops of art, photography and planning design taking place in the centre, as well as
the works of young artists. Kazamaty Stage is not only a great place to play intimate
performances - individual theatre consultations and film classes are also held there.
Club Room is a modern space where workshops are held with the youth taught by the
centre teachers and Warsaw meetings on education and culture are organized.

Renovation works in the basement of Stara Prochownia also enabled the development
of the area adjacent to the building from the side of Żoliborz district. An impressive 
amphitheatre built in the place where formerly there was a moat surrounding the town-
house, beautifully blends in with the walkway leading from the tower in place of the six-
teenth-century Bridge of Sigismund Augustus. Concerts, performances and other
cultural events held in the amphitheatre gather a large audience who can enjoy the
music and open air spectacles in the beautiful scenery.
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BASEMENT OF OLD TOWN 
CULTURE HOUSE

Rynek Starego Miasta 2
00-272 Warsaw
open: Monday - Sunday 10am - 6pm
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Old Town Culture House

Construction of the Bornbach Townhouse currently comprising Old Town Culture
House was launched in the mid-fifteenth century. It was almost completely destroyed
during World War II, but its Gothic cellars have survived and are now the most 
authentic piece of the building open to visitors. The late medieval and lovingly restored
basement currently hosts Literary Club founded by the personnel of the institution,
which organizes meetings with writers and critics and arranges literary lectures
throughout the year. Moreover, the whole House of Culture is not oriented towards
spectacular and expensive events, but rather towards a formula of work which allows
for harmonious coexistence of professional creators and enthusiastic amateurs. 
As a result, many of the most talented debutants enter the circle of professionals in 
a natural way.

Last year, together with its past and present supporters, it celebrated its 60th
anniversary. It was a great opportunity to recall how many creators, significant for 
Polish culture, had passed through its doors. Whether in the "Egg full of music" - the
first Polish alternative music club colloquially named "The hippies club", which was
located here in the basement, or in the Krzywe Koło Gallery situated on the first floor
- the most important site promoting abstract art, bringing together a number of avant-
garde artists, culture was always written in capital letters. And one has to remember
that Jazz in the Old Town Festival was established here, that this place hosted fa-
mous song revues, and that here in the underground "Largactil" fragments of the film
by Andrzej Wajda entitled "Innocent Sorcerers" were filmed. Famous names of writ-
ers and poets, theatre and cabaret artists and intellectuals associated with the Old
Town Culture House form an endless list. But perhaps it is better just to come here
and get to know them personally.



The project is co-financed from the funds of the Norwegian Financial Mechanism
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More information at: 

WWW.SZLAKPIWNIC.PL 

Official tourist website of Warsaw: 

WWW.WARSAWTOUR.PL

e-mail: info@warsawtour.pl
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